
and Green, 1998) that characterizes the probability that the nucleotide is correct. For the moment

we will ignore this additional information and simply view the input as a list R of reads.

The first goal of ARACHNE is to create a graph G of overlaps (edges) between pairs of reads

(nodes). In order to create G, pairs of reads in R need to be aligned to detect overlaps. However R

can be very long, making N 2 alignments infeasible to perform. For that reason we first create a

table of occurrences of k-mers (k long strings) in the reads, and count the number of k-mer

matches for each pair of reads. Subsequently, we perform pairwise alignments between pairs of

reads that contain more than a cutoff number of common k-mers.

2.1.] Table of k-mer Occurrences

The goal of this algorithm is to find the number of k-mer matches in the forward or reverse

complement direction, between each pair of reads in R. One way to do that is to (1) obtain all

triplets (r, t, v) where r is a read in R, t is the index of a k-mer occurring in r, and v is the direction

of occurrence (forward or reverse complement); (2) sort the set of pairs according to k-mer

indices t; (3) using the sorted list create a table T of quadruplets (ri, rj, f, v) where ri and rj are

reads that contain at least one common k-mer, v is a direction, and f is the number of k-mers in

common between ri and rj in direction v.

Reads 3-mers

= ACTAG - {(ACT,0), (CTA,O), (TAG,0),
(CTA,1), (TAG, 1), (AGT, 1)}

r2 AGCTA + {(AGC,0), (GCT,O), (CTA,0),
(TAG,1), (AGC,1), (GCT,1)}

Sorted Table
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Sorted 3-mers Sorted Directions Read ID Read ID
ACT 0 1
AGC 0 2
AGC 1 2
AGT 1 1
CTA 0 1 2
CTA 1 1
GCT 0 2
GCT 1 2
TAG 0 1
TAG 1 1 2

Table 1. Example of a sorted hash table of k-mer occurrences in reads.

If a k-mer occurs "too often" it is likely to be part of a repeat sequence and we should not

use it for detecting overlap. ("Too often" depends on the depth d. The number of times that a k-

mer occurs should be roughly Poisson distributed with mean d. We can use this observation to

set a threshold to "exclude" those n-mers that occur "too often.)

This is implemented as follows:

1. The k-mer occurrences (r, t, v) are found and sorted initially into 64 files according to the

first three nucleotides of each k-mer (the first six bits of t).

2. Each of the 64 files is short enough to be loaded in memory as a table of k-mer

occurrences (r, t, v). 1 A radix sort is performed according to t, and the sorted occurrences are

saved in a file. The original file of unsorted occurrences is erased.

3.

created.

The 64 sorted files are loaded in memory sequentially, and the table T is incrementally

2.1.2 Pairwise Read Alignments

1 More than 64 files could be used if less memory is available.
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Pairwise alignments are performed between reads that contain more than a cutoff number of

common k-mers. If k-mers that are more common than a certain cutoff are excluded from being

used in the table T, as explained above, then it is guaranteed that only an O(N) number of

pairwise alignments will be performed.

Only a small number of base substitutions and insertions/deletions is allowed in an

overlapping region of two aligned reads, reflecting the low expected error rates of sequencing for

reads. This allows for an efficient alignment algorithm, where a shift is initially guessed between

a pair of reads, and subsequently a dynamic programming alignment is performed, that disallows

deviations of more than a few characters, from the guessed shift. The output of the alignment

algorithm is a quadruplet of positions (bi, el, b2, e2) of beginning b1 , b2, and end el, e2 , positions

of the detected overlap region, for reads ri, rj. If a significant overlap region is detected, (ri, rj, v,

b1 , el, b2, e2) becomes a link in the overlap graph G.

2.2 Processing of Overlap Graph and Creation of Supercontigs

The remaining algorithm strive to map the reads as accurately as possible, so that eventually the

genome sequence can be retrieved, or at least the mapped reads can be passed to a local assembly

program that can routinely retrieve the sequence (for instance PHRAP, http//www.PHRA P.om).

The information available at this stage is the graph G, and the forward/reverse linking of pairs of

reads that come from two ends of the same insert clone.
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